Please join the Center for the Study of Force and Diplomacy for a lecture from Fernanda Magnotta, Professor of International Relations at the Armando Alvares Penteado Foundation. Dr. Magnotta will discuss the conclusion of Brazil's recent presidential election and what it means for U.S.-Brazil relations.

Fernanda Magnotta holds a Ph.D. and a Master's degree from PPGRI San Tiago Dantas. An expert in U.S. politics, she is the coordinator of the International Relations undergraduate program at the Armando Alvares Penteado Foundation. She is also a columnist of international affairs, appearing in outlets such as Portal UOL and CBN Radio. She served as a consultant for the Brazilian Bar Association’s Committee on International Relations and as a Senior Fellow in the U.S. Program of the Brazilian Center for International Relations (CEBRI). Magnotta is the author of the book *Ideas Matter: North-American Exceptionalism in the Dawn of the Superpower* (2016) and several other chapters and articles. Currently, she is a Fulbright scholar at the University of Southern California.

The talk will be held in-person and online over Zoom. In-person attendees can join us on November 14, 2022 at 3:30 PM in the Weigley Room, 914 Gladfelter Hall, Temple University, Philadelphia.

**Online attendees can register to attend for free here:** [https://temple.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_a3yzJ-b9TtWTcCCYpQpeiw](https://temple.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_a3yzJ-b9TtWTcCCYpQpeiw)